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CONTENT AND CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT
The Yuejianglou Community, which has a long history, is situated in the northwest of downtown Nanjing, China, and faces
the bank of the Yangtze River in the west. Yuejianglou, one of the ten renowned cultural towers in China, is located in the
Community. The Community has a total planning area of about 118 hectares.
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CONTENT AND CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT
Compared with neighboring residential communities, the Community, where there are 151 courtyards, is uniquely featured
by its residents, who are acquainted with each other and maintain close neighborhood relations. The Yuejianglou
Community has a population of 24,120, 31 .39% of whom are aged 60 or above, presenting a serious aging problem.



CONTENT AND CONTEXT OF THE PROJECT
The development and support of digital technology has made public participation in the whole life cycle of community 
planning possible.



MAIN FEATURES OF THE PROJECT
How to effectively solicit and reasonably choose among the varying opinions of the elderly on space improvement in the
Community? How to drive the enthusiasm of the elderly to directly participate in community planning and design, and
even subsequent construction?
To drive the enthusiasm of the elderly to directly participate in the community’s planning and design, this project
established a resident interactive design panel using digital technologies, such as knowledge graphs and artificial
intelligence, thereby enabling residents to directly select designs from a simple and intuitive model library and generate
their image schemes accordingly.
To address the problem of it being difficult for the elderly to participate in the subsequent construction after scheme
design, this project established a resident-participatory construction mechanism using digital technologies such as the
three-dimensional urban knowledge graph database.



MAIN FEATURES OF THE PROJECT
To effectively solicit and reasonably choose among the varied opinions of the elderly on space improvement in the
Community, this project designed a Resident Opinion App, including a “spatial base layer––opinion-filling layer––
preference-analysis layer,” using digital technology such as intelligent analysis of multi-source big data.



MAIN FEATURES OF THE PROJECT
First, the combined big and small data on buildings, roads, mountains, water systems, etc. in the Yuejianglou Community
taken by oblique photography were used as a basis for establishing a three-dimensional space model of the Community.



EXPECTATIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTS
On the basis of the spatial base layer, the Resident Opinion App was established to form the opinion-filling layer. With the
help of digital public participation technology, local residents could target different problems on the platform’s map, such
as their favorite scenic spots as well as the dirtiest and most messy places.



EXPECTATIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTS
On the basis of the opinion-filling layer, the App intelligently analyzed residents’ opinions to form the preference-analysis

layer. Residents’ preference opinions were collected to create a story map that allowed effective sorting and classification
of huge numbers of opinions as well as a presentation targeted to the public participants of community planning.



EXPECTATIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTS
With the multi-source big data of the Community, the App conducted real-time data analysis of residents’ opinions and 
presented patterns of life, such as residents’ activity, vegetation and green space, and parking space characteristics. 



EXPECTATIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTS
First, a sandbox was built in the area to be designed, and a three-dimensional urban knowledge graph was established to

form the design interaction panel, where residents could conduct simple and free design. Through three-dimensional
holographic projection and virtual reality (VR) glasses, residents could intuitively experience their design schemes.



EXPECTATIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTS
Among the 151 courtyards in the Yuejianglou Community, for example, sandboxes were built for the 24 courtyards selected

through the App, allowing residents to independently design their own courtyards. On the interactive panel, residents
could choose the elements they wanted to keep in their courtyards, such as vegetation and oddments



EXPECTATIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTS
Residents could directly draw construction plans for the courtyard schemes they had designed in the previous stage. This
established a connection between residents’ design and construction. For example, After construction, the residents
selected experienced community bakers and made bread together, thereby creating a good community atmosphere.



EXPECTATIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTS
With the help of the digital rule base for construction, residents could also choose construction materials according to local
conditions, or use existing construction materials, or utilize domestic waste as construction materials, making the
construction process closer to daily life.



CONCLUSIONS
Three phases of participation were carried out via smart technologies: a resident opinion app, an interactive design panel
for programme design that included VR visualisation, and a platform facilitating participatory construction. While the reality
of public participation is often one-dimensional, this approach achieved true interactive and iterative planning and design
processes, and collaborative and meaningful implementation.


